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Charles Hermann & Co.  
Milwaukee 1856 – 1886 

 
Early Years: Personnel and Product 
Charles Hermann established his stoneware factory on the east bank of the Milwaukee River in 1856 at 
the southeast corner of River and Johnson streets, about six blocks north and across the water from the 
J. B. Maxfield Milwaukee Stoneware Factory. It was a step towards diversification of his business 
enterprise from being a “grocer.” 

At that time (referring to primitive Milwaukee) the land along the river was a stretch of 
swamp land. The authorities decreed that any citizen who would fill the land to the 
extent of the lot, 25 to 150 feet, would become the owner of the lot ... Two of these 
made lots were ... bought by the [Hermann] Pierron Pottery. The Pottery reared a 
considerable industry, producing earthenware jugs, pots, and jars ...1  

        

Figure 1. Left: Location of the Hermann stoneware factory on 1858 Milwaukee map New York: M.H. Tyler. Right: Bailey 
Birdseye of Milwaukee, 1872 showing factory on the southeast corner of River and Johnson Streets on filled-in land. 

Hermann arrived quietly enough, but proved a worthy competitor through diversification of his 
business interests and innovation within the pottery. His work, perhaps more than any other 
stoneware business in Wisconsin, attracted aspiring young potters from the various German states who 
remained in Milwaukee for a few years to acclimate themselves to life in America before moving on to 
establish potteries of their own.  
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Figure 2. A sampling of the Hermann factory's early work (1856-early 1860's) when decorator skills were at their pinnacle. Note 
the “1856” jug commemorating the first year of operation. In upper right, is a closeup of the early Roman capital lettered 
stamp. The 1856 jug photo is from the Wisconsin Decorative Arts Database Item 
KPM074https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/wda/id/626/rec/23. The jug is in the collection of the 
Milwaukee Public Museum. Other pieces are in private collections. 

 

The interior life and activities of the pottery was intensely German in character. 
The men who were gathered here had come from different portions of Germany, 
but principally from South Germany. They possessed all the prejudices of a 
divided Germany. The Bavarian who came from South Germany had no 
particular love for the Mecklenburger who came from Northern Germany. They 
differed in religion, in politics, and in their social views. They were known to 
each other as Hans, Fritz or Michel, or else as the Prussian, the Bavarian, the 
Hannovarian, the Pommeranian, etc. They enjoyed their pint of beer during the 
several luncheon periods of the day, denounced the money grasping Yankee and 
the corruption in American public life and incidentally praised the solidity of 
Germany's officialdom and the beauties of their native villages.2 
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Many of these early Hermann & Company employees can be identified from the city 
directories and censuses. Charles Hermann himself was a businessman, not a potter. 
He relied on the Remy (also spelled Remi, Remmy, Remmey) brothers, Charles H. and 
Weimer Remy, master potters, to start up the pottery venture. Weimar Remy was 
partnered with Hermann to start up the business and was part of the “& Company” 
ownership. Charles did not stay long and left Milwaukee by 1860. They were from the 
Nassau province of Prussia. Remmey is a prominent name in early American pottery 
making, but whether the brothers were related to the Remmey potting families in New 
York, Philadelphia and New Jersey is not known. Weimar Remey was to remain with 
the firm for almost twenty years.3 

William Gunther, whose daughter Maria had married Weimar Remey in 1854, came 
over to the Hermann pottery about the time of the Maxfield pottery closure to join his 
son-in-law about in 1858.4 John Stoeckert who immigrated from Bavaria in 1854, also 
had a short stint with the Maxfield pottery before starting with Hermann in 1856. He 
worked there at least until 1865.5 By 1867, he had moved to New Ulm, Minnesota to 
pursue several pottery ventures there. 

It seemed to be a close-knit operation. Besides, the Gunther-Remey connection 
through marriage, the Stoeckert and Weimer Remey families appear at the same 
address in the 1860 address.6 

 

 

Figure 3  1860 Census listing with the Stoeckert family, Weimar Remy and wife Mary at same address.       
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Figure 4.  Weimar Remy's naturalization record from 1860. Look who are the witnesses: William Gunther and John Stoeckert. 
The photo to right is of John Stoeckert. Source: Potters and Potteries of New Ulm, Minnesota, George Tyrell, p.13.  

Of these early “players” at the Hermann Factory, it may be possible to deduce (or at least speculate on) 
who had their hand in the decorating of these wonderful Hermann pieces that survive from the factory 
“heyday.” The most logical approach is to review the credentials of the potters as well as comparing 
similar pieces from several companies that these “job hopping” potters made over time: 

- Weimar Remy had a long tenure with Hermann joining at the startup and working there until 
about 1872. As a master potter, he is a “suspect” in the decorating of the early pieces of the 
1850’s and ‘60’s. Many of the early pieces have elaborate flower designs and are sometimes 
accompanied with bird motifs and the decorations are embellished with “dots.” These 
decorations are often rendered with a combination of brush (and perhaps finger) applied 
cobalt and slip cup applications. The care taken in drawing these decorations varied and it 
shows in the range of quality of the finished product. He may be the “dot artist” that 
Hermann aficionados often mention. However, it must be conceded that several artists might 
have been copying each other as well. Note the variation, but also the similarities in the 
various decorations shown in Figures 2 and 13-17 in this article.  

- William Gunther joined the Hermann ranks in 1858. The authors credit him with drawing the 
most common “Maxfield lily flower” (see also Milwaukee Stoneware Factory) but a number 
of pieces exist that exhibit a floral decoration found on both Maxfield and Hermann pieces. 
Perhaps out of respect for the Maxfield’s, he never carried the “Maxfield flower” over to 
Hermann as shown by surviving pieces. 
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Figure 5.  The same decoration on both J.B.& A. Maxfield and C. Hermann jugs. This decoration is found on other ware in 
addition to jugs and may be the hand of William Gunther. Note the decoration includes those pervasive “dots” found on early 
Hermann pieces as well. Also, the brushed leaves on the base of the stems are similar to the common “Maxfield lily flower.” 

Another employee may have left hints too of his possible work ownership: 

- Theodore Gunther worked at Herman’s factory from about 1859 to 1863 before going to 
Sheboygan. A number of Hermann pieces have tulip flowers that may be precursors of the 
common decoration used later on Gunther ware. (See the Hermann and Gunther photo 
galleries and these are recognizable.) However, there is one decoration that is common to a 
few Hermann, Gunther & Berns, and Gunther pieces as seen in Figure 6. Is this this the work 
of Theo, his brother Peter, or another employee that Theo hired away from Hermann to work 
in Sheboygan? Seems to be more than a coincidence, but possible.  

 

Figure 6. A crude flower resembling crab claws on (L to R) a Hermann cream pot, Gunther & Berns field jug, and Gunther crock. 
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Christian Dauffenbach is another potter who has left a large legacy of work that can be 
identified, but with some puzzling examples that are either copies of his work or that represent 
his movements from location to location. Dauffenbach was born in Germany in 1841 and 
immigrated to New York City with his parents in 1856 aboard the ship “Margaret Evans.” By 
1860, he was working in the 7th Ward in Milwaukee employed at the Fred Herrmann Pottery 
(1848-1884) on Market Street. He enlisted as a corporal in Company A with the 26th Wisconsin 
Infantry in 1862 and saw action in several notable battles and Union initiatives. He mustered out 
in June 1865 and returned to Milwaukee long enough to marry Carolina Thomas that 
December.7 He is listed in the 1866 Milwaukee City Directory as a potter, but in 1867 he bought 
land in New Ulm, Minnesota with John Stoeckert and Frank Friedman to start a pottery. 

         

Figure 7. Christian Dauffenbach in Union uniform as a corporal in Company A, 26th Wisconsin Infantry. At right is the 
Dauffenbach listing from 1866 Milwaukee City Directory. Photo courtesy of the Kenosha Civil War Museum, All Rights 
Reserved. 

This partnership broke up in less than two years. He then engaged in additional, short lived 
partnerships with William Giesecke (1870-1873) and then with William Winkelman, a brick 
manufacturer (1873-1875.) While Christian was considered to be a master potter, his business acumen 
left something to be desired. This last partnership ended badly with Winkelman buying (forcing) out 
Dauffenbach. These partnerships are all detailed in George Tyrell’s book on New Ulm pottery.8  

New Ulm stoneware with Dauffenbach and partner stamps are well known and are sometimes 
decorated with a flower that evolved over time. 
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Figure 8. Sherds from the block 54 pottery in New Ulm from George Tyrell's book, page 26. Two intact pieces signed 
Dauffenbach and Stoeckert. (Private Collection) The sherds resemble some Hermann pieces (Figure 25) more closely. Do the 
stylist variations reflect the “whim of the day” of Christian Dauffenbach or did John Stoeckert or another potter account for 
these variations? Evidence suggests Dauffenbach did the decoration because no Stoeckert-marked only pieces have this flower. 

By 1877, Dauffenbach was back in Milwaukee working for Charles Hermann. His decorated pieces are 
recognizable by the flower that resemble those on his New Ulm work, although the flower has 
variations and becomes more sinuous with veins in the leaves. His work is found on jugs, crocks, and 
churns. He was likely gone from the pottery by the early 1890’s. He pursued other occupations later in 
life. He remains somewhat of an enigma because he may have had two stints with Hermann, a short 
time after the Civil War and then again during the time the pottery transitioned from Hermann to 
Pierron. 

A comprehensive list of Hermann & Co. employees known to us appears in an appendix at the end of 
this article. 
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Figure 9  Chas. Hermann & Co. ware decorated by Christian Dauffenbach. Notice the flower petal and leaf variations around a 
common sinuous stem that are brush painted. The clay and vessel forms appear to be later Hermann products, but he likely 
worked at the Hermann factory twice, after returning from the Civil War for a year or two and then again starting in 1877. 
Further study may reveal if some of these pieces are from the Dauffenbach circa 1866 or the later period. The left most crock in 
the middle row is representative of quite a few pieces with this cruder decoration that may be by another decorator emulating 
Dauffenbach’s style. There is no central filament or stamen running up the middle of the flower and the leaves are much 
simpler brush strokes.                                   
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Figure 10  Left: Hermann churn with Dauffenbach decoration. Right: Gunther & Berns churn, creates another mystery to solve. 
Gunther & Berns operated from 1863 to 1866. Dauffenbach was in Milwaukee in 1865 after the war and is listed as a potter in 
the 1866 City Directory. Did Dauffenbach make a short stint at the Sheboygan potter in 1866 before going to New Ulm, 
Minnesota? If another potter such as Theodore Gunther rendered this decoration, he was a first-rate counterfeiter (the same 
goes for anyone else.) This certainly looks like the hand of Dauffenbach who perhaps went to see the new pottery in Sheboygan 
to get some ideas before embarking on his own in New Ulm, Minnesota. 

 

Back to Charles Hermann himself, almost nothing appears in advertisement print regarding Hermann 
and his pottery business beyond their existence at "Johnson near the river,”9 as he apparently did not 
believe in paid advertising. Hermann's primary competitor, the American-owned Milwaukee Stoneware 
Factory, advertised frequently in newspapers, city directories and business gazetteers, including 
detailed product lists, which appeared intermittently from 1849 through 1856. In 1858 Hermann 
petitioned the Common Council to "be permitted (on certain conditions) to construct a sewer along E. 
Water Street, in front of block 57, in the 7th Ward, to the river.”10 

The 1860 Federal Census lists Hermann living in Milwaukee's Seventh Ward in a large, blended family. 
He was born in the Hessian state of Nassau in central Germany, ca. 1819, his wife in Bavaria to the 
south in 1824. The census taker reported that he owned $23,500 in real estate and had a personal 
estate of $5,000.11 He also operated a grocery store at 318 East Water Street between Martin and 
Johnson Streets and lived on Market between Martin and Johnson while he established the stoneware 
factory.12 He married the widow of Louis Pierron, Catherine, soon after 1854.13 As "store keeper," 
Hermann and his wife enumerated eight children in their blended family: Barbara 'Pierron" (15), 
Catherine (13), William (11), Christopher (9), and Louis (7), followed by Henry Hermann (5), Louisa (3) 
and Emil (2). The Pierron family had been in Milwaukee as early as 1842 when Grandfather Lewis 
Pierron "opened a cigar store where pure Havana’s made in Connecticut out of cabbage leaves, could 
be had "sheap, by gar, shentlemens."14 In that year he penned a bit of doggereI verse for publication in 
the local press: 
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LEWIS PIERRON'S 
 CIGAR AND TOBACCO STORE, 

 East Water Street, opposite the Cottage Inn. 
 

If you should chance to walk the street,  
Drop in at Pierron's, and yourself treat; 
He keeps Cigars with scents so fine, 
Of every quality and every kind! 
 
Principes and Canones in abundance he has, 
And Cavendish which nothing can surpass; 
You will be so pleased - you will like them so,  
That you will treat both friend and foe. 
 
Come in and only try but four,  
Then you never again will pass his door. 
Come friends and foes and give him a call, 
His Cigars are good, and his prices small. 

 
 Milwaukie [sic], May 12, 1842.15 
 

On April 7, 1845, two entire city blocks burned out including Lewis Pierron's cigar store and grocery 
valued at $500. Lewis Pierron's son, spelled Louis, also operated a store in the First Ward of Milwaukee, 
valued by comparison at $6,000. The cigar maker was arrested in 1855 for threatening to stab Simon 
Kahlhoefer and compelled to "give bail in the sum of $250 to keep the peace for two months.16 

The census taker also recorded the stoneware factory in 1860, four years after it first opened. The 
business then was valued at $2,000. Hermann purchased 200 tons of "fireproof” clay ($1,800), 300 
cords of wood ($600) and $300 in miscellaneous (Albany slip glazing material, sand, rock salt, cobalt 
salts, tools, and equipment). He employed seven workers to whom he paid $168 per month. They 
produced 10,000 'pots' ranging in size from 1 to 6 gallons valued at $3,000, and 15,000 'jugs, pitchers 
&c.' worth $2,000.”17  

There was a time when Milwaukee promised to be a great pottery center. Clay was 
brought in vessel loads across the lake from Ohio and eastern points and loaded on the 
docks at the foot of Johnson Street. Here it was taken to the Pierron Pottery, for a time 
known as the Hermann Pottery, and turned into jars and jugs. These were set out on the 
streets and back yards to dry and were then placed into large kilns to be burned into 
solid earthenware.  

At night the heavens would blaze in scarlet red from the heat which shot forth from the 
great kilns as an emblem of useful industry. These kilns were for years fed with the 
choicest maple wood brought in by the farmers from the neighboring country districts.18   
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Figure 10  Hermann was doing well enough in 1863 to commission tokens with his business name. These so-called Civil War 
tokens were issued by many businesses in the Northeast and Midwest to address the coin shortage during the war. The 
Coinage Act of 1864 outlawed them as legal tender but thy continued to circulate and were saved as numismatic curiosities. 
Hermann’s token is interesting as it pictures a decorated jug with oval (containing H & Co.) and crossed brooms.  

Continued Diversification 
Two years later Hermann reported adding a broom factory at 319 East Water near to his grocery 
address at 318.19 In 1862 fellow immigrant from Nassau Weimar Remi (also spelled Remy) was 
indicated as a partner in Charles Hermann & Co., and Theodore Gunther (William’s son) was hired in 
the pottery that year and boarded at the grocery store address. The following year Gunther moved to 
Sheboygan to establish the Eastern Stone Ware Factory, and by 1875 had hired brother-in-law Weimar 
Remi and his potter son John to join him there. Beginning in 1865 the grocery, broom factory and 
residence are listed at 554 East Water though the stoneware factory continued to be given as the 
corner of River and Johnson streets. By 1866 Hermann had invested in a pearl-barley and farina mill 
upstream on the Milwaukee River,20 maintaining its offices at 554 East Water in the grocery store. By 
1870 he opened a starch works on the mill property as well:21  

Chas. Hermann, of the stone-ware works on River street, is about to erect starch-works a 
few miles outside of the city limits.22 

Because of the dearth of Hermann advertising, most of what we know of his product offerings comes 
from a survey of surviving examples of his ware, most confidently when the pieces are marked, less 
sure when pieces “resemble” Hermann. (See also the Chas. Hermann Co. gallery on madefromclay.org.)  
While the rural earthenware potters were supplying dairy and cheese making related ware (milk pans, 
molds, cheese strainers) in wagon loads to their farmer clientele, if the Hermann factory did make 
these utensils, they were deemed undeserving of marking and are unidentifiable today. The lack of the 
Hermann stamp may have been one of simple economics…the low prices they fetched meant that an 
extra step in the making was cost prohibitive. Similarly, of all the collections that the authors have 
reviewed in our research, we have never seen a decorated one-gallon or smaller Hermann jug. They 
bear the Hermann oval and are salt or Albany slip glazed, but no one has come forward with a 
decorated one, and to find one would be a celebrated event! The economics of pottery making was 
one of slim profits everywhere, even for a large, mechanized firm such as Hermann. Fancy decorated 
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ware deteriorated to plain salt and Albany slip glazed utilitarian by the 1880’s. While the Hermann 
decorators never attained the skills of the more elegant Eastern potters, their work is charming 
nonetheless as immigrant folk pottery. Hermann was constantly searching for sources of clay that 
would address material and transportation cost pressures. In the first decade or so of production, it 
appears that Ohio supplied clay was used that fired to a grey color. It was transported by barge on 
canals, up the Great Lakes and could be delivered by river to the factory site. Later, with the advent of 
the more complete railroad network in the Midwest, clay could be delivered to Hermann sourced from 
Illinois, New Jersey, and Iowa yielding a buff or cream color. 

 

Figure 11. Earlier jugs were typically ovoid and ranged from one to three gallons. One-gallon pieces did not warrant 
decorations, but larger ones were often decorated into the late 1870's even as the "beehive" shape supplanted the old-
fashioned ovoid style. The jug, second from right, can be interpreted, despite the partially literate English, as, “I am not a 
temperance man, my fellow.” (Temperance jug in the Dearolf collection at the Kenosha Civil War Museum, others in Private 
Collections.) The temperance jug photo is from the Wisconsin Decorative Arts Database Item KPM074 
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/wda/id/1173 

 

 

Figure 12. Crocks range from one gallon to at least six gallons. Decorations evolved from elaborately executed brushed and slip 
cup work to brushed and then stenciled marks. Note the string tie rims on earlier pieces and rounded rims on later pieces. 
Private Collections. 
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Figure 13. Cream or butter crocks were designed to allow the cream to rise to the wider top of the container to be skimmed off. 
It is possible the Herman potters preferred this design to the low-profile milk pans favored by many of the rural earthenware 
potters.  Private Collections. 

 

 

Figure 14.  Hermann storage jars of various forms and dates of manufacture. Decorated jars are very rare. It is possible the 
left most one is a churn as it does have an inside ledge for a lid or dasher cover. Private Collections. 

 

 

Figure 15  Butter churns were made in sizes as little as two gallons to as much as six gallons capacity. The variations in 
decorations are endless and the mystery of who has become known among collectors as the “dot” artist remains up for 
conjecture. Inset photo is one of several styles of dasher lids that Hermann made. They rarely survived. Private Collections. 
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Stoneware Bottles  
In addition to the typical utilitarian household and merchant stoneware that the Hermann factory 
produced, bottles were needed to serve the strong local demand for ales and “small beers” such as 
root, ginger, lemon, and Weiss beer. Recognizing this opportunity, Hermann made many heavy 
stoneware bottles to supply to the local brewers. Based upon surviving examples that date from the 
1860’s forward, this was big business for Hermann. These bottles could be locally sourced more 
cheaply than glass that had to be shipped from glass houses out East. Stoneware bottles were also thick 
and strong and thus could withstand the pressures of these beverages, some of which continued to 
build pressure during in-bottle fermentation.23 The forms and shapes of these bottles evolved over the 
three or more decades they were produced and ranged from half-pint, pint, and quart in capacity. 
Some were cobalt embellished with blue tops, or blue neck bands and earlier examples often had 
ownership marks made with stamps that had been dipped in cobalt. Collectors theorize that these 
different embellishments helped sort the bottles when returned to the beverage manufacturer. 

 

Figure 16. Stoneware bottles made by Chas. Hermann Co. for brewers such as I.S. Meister, Philip Altpeter, Otto Zwietusch et al. 
These all date to the Civil War period, thus shield and ribbon stamp designs were the order of the day. They conveyed a subtle 
patriotic Union theme (Note Civil War canteen with Union shield motif.) (Private collection.) 

                 

Figure 17. If there is any doubt as to the manufacturer of the bottles in Figure 6, proof of the maker is offered by containers 
made for Otto Zwietusch, a long-time beverage supplier in Milwaukee. The one-gallon jug in the left photo is of the classic 
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Hermann “beehive” jug form with the typical “fish tail” handle attachment. The jug bears the identical name stamp as the 
bottle. (Private collection.) 

Merchant Ware & “Snuff”/ Preserve Jars 
Other major product lines for Herman & Co. were merchant jugs and jars. The earliest seem to date 
from the late 1860’s and continued to be produced into the later Pierron operated years to about 1890. 
This ware was usually stenciled with the purveyor’s name, product offering, and often included the 
business address. Often the stenciling included a decorative accent such as a starburst or simple scroll-
like. Jugs for liquor, turpentine, linseed oil, and mineral water were offered in one-half gallon up to four 
gallons and were sometimes also stamped with the Herman oval, leaving no doubt as to who made the 
original vessel. Hermann also produced thousands of small jars to makers of jams and jellies, snuff, 
pickles, mustard, and other condiments. Rarely these jars are still found with paper labels (Figure 16) 
on them identifying the product they originally contained. The large number of these surviving “snuff 
jars” indicates that after consumption of their contents, they were saved and repurposed at a time 
when anything useful was not thrown away. These jars were undoubtedly sold empty for home use as 
well. Cheaper glass jars flooded the market in the 1880’s spelling doom for the market for these 
stoneware jars. 

  

Figure 18. Left: Two fine examples of product jugs made by Chas. Herman & Co. in the 1870’s. There are many Milwaukee jugs 
with liquor, druggist, and mineral water business names on them. Later ones from the 1880’s are more likely to have a dipped 
“orange peel” salt glaze on the shoulders transitioning to a lighter cream glaze on the rest of the body. Some are still signed 
with the Hermann oval, but others were likely made during the Louis Pierron era of the stoneware factory. Right: Very rare 
stenciled one-gallon jar made for H. Bosworth. Bosworth jugs are relatively common, but this jar is unique. (Private Collections) 
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Figure 19. Several jars, salt glaze and Albany slip, cork or oiled paper sealed mouths as well as ones that accept lids. Some have 
handles as well. 

 

Figure 20.  Privately marked jars.: Albany slip one on right was made for G. Neumeister, Chicago, the two salt glazed jars were 
made for Mustard, W. Gallasch, Milwaukee. Private Collection. 
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Figure 21. Two different Hermann jars that still have their original merchant product labels. Both contained French imported 
mustard. The label on left describes the mustard as containing fried saffron, a valuable spice even today. Private collections. 

 

The Hermann Hogs 

Since the year 2000, several examples of whimsical work from the Chas. Hermann factory have turned 
up. These are hand molded figural flasks in the form of a pig. They are fashioned in the manner of the 
more famous Anna Pottery pigs from Illinois but much cruder. Three examples are reported, two 
stamped on the derrier and one unmarked but unmistakebly the same breed. Anna pigs were made for 
a variety of businesses (saloons, whiskey companies) and commemorations (new railroad lines, hunt 
clubs and other societies.) The Hermann pigs may have been inspired by Anna but unlike the many 
versions of Anna pigs, the “Hermann Hog” appears to have been a one batch effort commissioned by a 
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saloon, distillery, social club or perhaps even for a special event. They may been paper labelled but 
none with this clue have turned up to reveal their exact purpose.  

 

 

Figure 22. Hermann pig flask on left with an example of a much better executed Anna pig on the right. The Anna pigs are 
typically anatomically correct. (The Hermann pigs are more modest.) One is feral, one is domesticated. Can you tell which is 
which? Private Collections. 

 

           

Figure 23.  Various views of one of the Hermann pigs. When one of these piggies goes to market, bidders go Whee!!! Whee!!!  
Penned in a Private Collection. 
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Figure 24.  If you can read this, you may be following too closely. Closeup of the C. Hermann & Co. stamp on the pig's butt. 
The stamp is in block letters suggesting it is 1870’s or early 1880’s. For comparison, the Anna pigs are more detailed with legs 
and “ahem…,” other body parts.  

Later Years: Expansion, Struggles, 
In 1870 Charles Hermann, 51, still listed his occupation as grocer and is credited with $5,000 in real 
estate and $2,000 as his personal estate. Wife Catherine at 46 was keeping house and they shared their 
home with Kate (Pierron, 21) and 'Lewis' (Louis M. Pierron, 16) along with little sister Ella (Hermann) 
age 3, born when her father was 48 and her mother 43. Also living in the household were three 
German-born male immigrants who worked as a jeweler, a painter, and an insurance salesman. The 
real surprise for 1870, however, involves vast expansion of the stoneware factory, now valued at 
$17,000. Motive power was provided by two horses to operate a pug mill for grinding and purifying 
clay and for distribution of stoneware to area merchants. Hermann employed thirteen hands over the 
age of 16 who received $9,000 in wages and worked all 12 months during the previous year. He 
imported clay to the value of $3,600 (at $9 per ton, approximately 400 tons) and firewood for kiln fuel 
($2,400) to produce $20,000 worth of stoneware.24 Not all employees were men over the age of 16, 
however: 

A 10-year-old girl employed at Hermann's pottery, corner of Johnson and River 
streets, had one of her arms fractured in two places by contact with shafting that was 
in rapid motion.25  

The huge kilns, burning large quantities of cordwood, painted the heavens at night 
with a fiery red. Then it seemed as if a great conflagration was taking place.26 

A conflagration of a different sort occurred in 1879: 

MILLS DESTROYED BY FIRE 

 That there was good cause for the looming of the bright light in the direction of the town of 
Milwaukee early on Monday evening [Feb. 10, 1879] was fully realized yesterday morning 
when it was reported at the office of Charles Hermann & Co., of the Silver Spring Starch 
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Company, that their mills on the east side of the Milwaukee River, about five miles north of 
the city limits, had been completely destroyed by fire. 

 The spindle of a pearl and barley stone had heated to such a degree that it set fire to its 
wooden surroundings. The flames spread so rapidly that the force of four or five men were 
unable to stay their progress. Messrs. Hermann & Co. had a rotary fire pump placed for 
use in emergencies of the kind, but unfortunately, the flames spread in the direction of the 
fixture and drove the men out, leaving them no alternative other than to stand by and see 
the works disappear as a prey to the flames. 

 All the buildings, four in number, were reduced to ashes, together with a large portion of 
the stock, but little of the latter being saved. In three hours from the time the fire was 
discovered at about 8 o'clock the mills were a smouldering ruin. 

 The plant comprised a flouring mill of four runs of stone, a pearl barley mill, a starch factory 
and five drying kilns, a starch works and a farina factory. The starch works were built six 
years ago [1873] and the mills about thirteen years ago [1866]. Last year between $5000 
and $6000 were expended in an improvement of the property by the addition of new 
machinery. 

 At one time the works were devoted entirely to the manufacture of pearl barley, but of late 
flour and farina were the specialties of the firm. The buildings were of wood and were 
uninsured. The stock, both raw and manufactured, were valued at several thousand 
dollars, and upon this there was an insurance of $1000, and that in the Northern Insurance 
Company, of Watertown, N. Y., had been allowed to lapse.  

 Altogether the loss of Hermann & Co. is $30,000. Though this proved as severe blow to the 
manufacturers, they talk of rebuilding the works as early as possible, in order that the 
business they have created by their superior products may not suffer any undue delay. The 
employees are to be kept in pay and will assist in an early reconstruction. Parties 
acquainted with milling of the kind predict that the loss on machinery will be but 33 per 
cent, and that a large portion may again be rendered serviceable.27 
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Figure 25. Store front of sales office of Chas. Hermann & Co. at 552 Water Street circa 1885. Are those water coolers in the 
window? If so, where are they today? Milwaukee Public Library collection. 
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Figure 26. Receipts from Chas. Hermann & Co. dated 1883 after the fire Note the products in the heading as well as those 
recorded on the bill of sale. Private Collection. 
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As if these losses were not enough, Hermann again made the papers just six months hence: 

At Hermann's pottery, corner of River and Johnson streets, the dome of a new 
baking kiln fell with a crash. The accident was due to faulty construction.28 

It must have made quite a crash. In 1863 former employee Theodore Gunther reported construction of 
his new stoneware kiln in Sheboygan required 35,000 firebrick, at 81bs. apiece, approximately 280,000 
pounds or 140 tons of brick. Just two months later:  

Hermann, the potter, is building an oven that will burn 10,000 gallons of ware at a 
time.29 

   

Figure 27. This 1876 Rasher Atlas fire insurance map shows the pottery on the corner of Johnson and River Streets. The two 
circular kilns (ovens) are shown within the Hermann site. 

All this investment and shrinking profits was reflected in the stoneware being produced. Much 
less of it was hand decorated, often only marked with a simple oval stamp different than the 
earlier one in Figure or not all. Jugs and smaller ware were mostly Albany slipped in the later 
years of the 1870’s and 1880’s. 
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Figure 28.  Examples of Albany slip glazed Hermann ware. The two jugs on the left are earlier pieces and the Albany slip is 
darker in color. Later pieces are a lighter Albany. The smaller pieces are not stamped but are likely made by Hermann. Private 
Collection.  

Lunch Hour Pieces 
Potters and pottery-works often made one-off items for the pleasure of the maker, as gifts to friends 
and family, or as presentation pieces for special people or events. Perhaps the “1856” jug or the 
Hermann pigs are in this category. Whatever, the reason, Hermann employees no doubt engaged in 
making what are called “lunch hour” pieces today. Without provenance, most are unattributable but 
one piece residing in the Wisconsin State Historical Society collection is a pitcher attributed to the 
Hermann factory that was decorated with a floral applique by Ella Hagemann, Charles Hermann’s 
daughter. Ella would probably been quite young when she decorated the pitcher that was likely a stock 
item that she embellished with the extra decoration. 
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Figure 29. Hermann pitcher with applique added by Ella (Hermann) Hagemann dating from the 1870’s or early 1880’s. Photo 
courtesy of the Decorative Arts Data Base of the Wisconsin Historical Society. 
https://content.wisconsinhistory.org/digital/collection/wda/id/1384/rec/33.         

Competition Drives Product Cost Reduction     
The 1880 census finds Hermann (61) at the center of an apparently large rooming house at the 
554 East Water Street store address, including wife Cathrina (57) and their daughter Ella (13) 
attending public school. His stepson Louis Pierron (27) remained single, lived at home, and 
worked as an agent for a brewery. Other residents included a servant girl, two employees of the 
pottery, two cigar makers, dressmaker, type setter, furniture polisher, and a clerk in a boot and 
shoe establishment. Four boarders were American born, with one each from Pomerania, 
Bavaria, Prussia, and Bohemia.30 

The stoneware factory also exhibited the same substantial investment record recounted in description 
of the burned-out farina mill. He now reported capital investment of $30,000 in the stoneware 
business. He employed 26 male hands over 16 years of age to work 10 hours per day throughout the 
year, paying $2 per day for skilled workers and $1 a day for common labor at an annual cost of $6,000. 
The two horses used for motive power in 1870 had been replaced with a modest sized steam engine of 
fifteen horsepower. Value of raw materials was reported as a lump sum of $18,000 to produce $30,000 
worth of stoneware, which at the usual rate of ten cents per gallon works out to approximately 300,000 
gallons of stoneware.31 His farina or pearl barley mill also had been repaired after the fire a year 
previous and reported an additional capital investment of $20,000. Here he employed only three 
hands, paying $2 per day as skilled mechanics. He paid out $1,800 in wages over an 8-month operating 
season and was forced to lie idle when the waterpower froze up in winter. The factory drew its power 
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from the Milwaukee River, which yielded eight feet of fall at their dam to power a 5 ½ foot Leffell 
turbine to generate 28 horsepower. Value of materials at $14,000 sounds very high when compared 
with only $16,000 as value of product, especially when one factors in labor costs of $1,800 to suggest a 
'profit' of $200 for the entire year.32  

The pottery had initially marked its ware with an elliptical stamp reading "C. HERMANN & CO. 
MILWAUKEE" pressed into the damp clay in Roman capital letters, having small "feet" or 
crosslines made to the vertical. This was the decorated stoneware era at Hermann's pottery. At 
some later date, a stamp continued in use on small ware but with a simplified, more modern 
block typeface, still pressed into the moist clay. (Figure 30) Starting about the mid 1870’s, 
Hermann started using a series of stencils (Figure 31) to identify his crocks, churns, and 
sometimes his jugs all but abandoning hand decoration. 

 

Figure 30. Old stamp with Roman Capital Letters and later stamp with block letters. The difference can be seen most clearly in 
the “EE” of Milwaukee. The exact year the stamp changed is unknown and both may have been used together for a time.  
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Figure 31. On larger pieces such as crocks and churns, Hermann stenciled marks in cobalt glaze. The upper left version still 
maintained a simple stylized flower and probably marked the transition from hand decorating. About 1882, the stencils marked 
another transition with stepson Louis Pierron taking a primary role in the business. Photos from ware in private collections. 

Another feature of Hermann stoneware is the so-called “fish tale” handle terminus to the body of the 
jugs. This feature appears on the earliest ovoid jugs to the later Albany slip glazed “bee-hive” form jugs. 
It seemed to be a technique that all the Hermann potters followed, perhaps from training. The intent 
may have been to achieve a stronger bond of the handle to the body. While not a unique technique of 
the time, the Hermann “fish-tail” is often used to attribute unmarked jugs that have other Hermann 
characteristics. See figure 32. The “fish tail” varies over time, probably depending on who did them. 
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Figure 32. The top three photos are of handle terminations on Hermann jugs (L to R): an early ovoid jug, a later merchant jug, 
and an Albany slip “bee-hive” jug, all exhibiting varying degrees of “fish-tailing.”  Later pieces often have a much more 
splayed tail such as the top far right handle termination. The bottom three photos are handle finishes on non-Hermann jugs (L 
to R): a Maxfield, a Mosier, and an unattributed redware jug. Some potters used a thumb print to compress the handle to the 
body. 

 

Sales and Distribution  

From the very beginning, Hermann’s motivation to have his own source of stoneware was no 
doubt to supply his store (See Figure 25.) Stoneware from the East had expensive 
transportation costs attached to it and he may not have been satisfied with sourcing from the 
Milwaukee Stoneware Factory, we may never know for sure. He recognized an available and 
rapidly growing market that was underserved by local supply, not just in Milwaukee but the 
rural areas of Wisconsin and beyond. His customers were retail and wholesale. He could 
deliver by wagon to brewers, druggists, liquor jobbers, condiment and preserve makers in the 
city. As the railroad network grew in the Midwest, he could ship to an ever-expanding 
available geography. His proximity to the Milwaukee River and Lake Michigan also offered a 
means to ship his product longer distances.   

A cache of Hermann & Co. letterheads and sales receipts for the M. N. Gehl store in Nenno, 
Wisconsin (a small berg about fifty miles northwest of Milwaukee) dating from the early 
1880’s, provides a glimpse of the commerce being done on a wholesale basis. (Figure 26) 
Transactions such as this were at the range limit of wagon delivery and the railroads would 
have been the only other means of transportation inland.   
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Merchant wares made by Hermann have been found from Chicago (Neumeister) and 
Minneapolis (Lanaway and Mills) demonstrate that Hermann’s market reach went outside 
Wisconsin. 

  
Figure 33  While this photo dates from the Louis Pierron (Pierron can be faintly discerned on the rack of the wagon) era of the 
pottery, it shows how Hermann’s products were delivered within Milwaukee and its outskirts. (Private Collection.) 

 

    

Figure 34  Hermann crock on left decorated by Christian Dauffenbach. To the right are two crocks marked “Lanaway & 
Mills/No. 3/ Entire Block/ Minneapolis, Minn.” Lanaway & Mills was in business at the time Dauffenbach was working at 
Hermann & Co. In Milwaukee, but Dauffenbach moved to New Ulm, Minnesota in 1867. 
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Ownership Transition 
In 1882, Charles Hermann brought stepson Louis M. Pierron into partnership in the stoneware factory. 
A new stencil for pottery reading "Chas. Hermann Stoneware Factory L. M. Pierron Prop." was 
introduced after 1882. (Lower right, Figure 31) The product line remained traditional, but gone were 
the embellishments, the cobalt blue flowers and birds, the accents on handles and name stamp. It was 
a movement toward modernity, toward simplification of the production process as well as the product 
itself. In 1884 a credit rating agency reported Charles Hermann and his stoneware factory worth 
between $10,000 and $20,000, somewhat less than the $30,000 he reported as capital investment just 
two years earlier. Overall, his credit remained good, but he received only a 'C' rating.33 In 1886 stepson 
Louis M. Pierron assumed sole ownership of the old Hermann pottery and guided the firm into the 20th 
Century.  

Charles Hermann died Sept. 3, 1892, still living at his store building at 554 E. Water. He is buried in 
Forest Home Cemetery in Milwaukee. 

The Louis M. Pierron era of the pottery, 1886-1935, is explored in a separate article.  

Today (2022) the site of the Charles Hermann & Co and Louis Pierron stoneware factory at the corner 
of Johnson and River Streets (now Highland and Edison) is covered by a concrete parking structure for 
the Marcus Center. 
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Appendix: Employees of C. Hermann & Co from City Directories 

   
These people were specifically identified in historical records as workers in the Charles Hermann & Co. 
pottery. There are many other potters that we identified that worked for unknown potteries in 
Milwaukee, many of whom probably also worked for Hermann. A full list of potters we identified is 
available on this website.34 
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